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Abstract
We present an approach for the verication of Erlang programs using abstract inter-
pretation and model checking. In previous work we dened a framework for abstract
interpretations for Erlang. In this framework it is guaranteed, that the abstract op-
erational semantics preserves all paths of the standard operational semantics. We
consider properties that have to hold on all paths of a system, like properties in
LTL. If these properties can be proven for the abstract operational semantics, then
they also hold for the Erlang program. The proof can be automated with model
checking if the abstract operational semantics is a nite transition system. But
niteness cannot be guaranteed because of non{tail recursive function calls. Even
for nite domain abstract interpretations we get innite state systems and model
checking is undecidable. In this paper we dene an abstraction of the control{ow.
It replaces recursive calls in non-tail positions by jumps to the last call of the same
function. The corresponding returns are replace by jumps to the possible return
points.
We have implemented this approach as a prototype and are able to prove proper-
ties like mutual exclusion or the absence of deadlocks and lifelocks for some Erlang
programs.
Keywords: abstraction, model checking, Erlang, distributed system, context-free
structure
1 Introduction
Growing requirements of industry and society impose greater complexity of
software development. Consequently understandability, maintenance and re-
liability cannot be warranted. Things get even harder when we leave the se-
quential territory and develop distributed systems. Here many processes run
concurrently and interact via communication. This can e.g. yield problems
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like deadlocks or lifelocks. To guarantee the correctness of software formal
veriaction is needed.
We propose an extension of model checking to programs written in real
programming languages. However the model checking problem in general is
undecidable for system implementations using programming languages and
properties described in interesting logics. Hence we need abstraction [5,13,16].
In industry the programming language Erlang [1] is used for the implemen-
tation of distributed systems. We have developed a framework for abstract
interpretations for a core fragment of Erlang in [10] with the property that
the transition system dened by the abstract operational semantics (AOS)
includes all paths of the standard operational semantics (SOS). Because the
AOS can sometimes have more paths than the SOS, it is only possible to prove
properties that have to be fullled on all paths, like in linear time logic (LTL).
If the abstraction fullls a property expressed in LTL, then also the program
fullls it, but not vice versa. If the AOS is a nite transition system, then
model checking is decidable [14,18].
The dened abstraction does only yield a nite transition system for a
subclass of Erlang programs, called hierarchical programs [10]. Recursion is
only allowed in tail positions. However, in practice many Erlang programs
do not fulll this restriction. For example, already the standard denitions of
append or length are not hierarchical. Hence programs which use such func-
tions cannot be abstracted to nite state transition system with the presented
technique of abstract interpretation. The cause is the context-free structure
of functional programs. In this paper we dene an abstraction of this context-
free structure, to a regular one. We obtain a nite state transition system.
Properties of the system can automatically be proven with LTL model check-
ing.
In Section 2 we dene the syntax for a core fragment of Erlang. We sketch
the operational semantics in Section 3. The framework for the abstract inter-
pretation is shortly introduced in Section 4 and its restrictions are presented
in Section 5. In Section 6 we present a graph semantics, on which our ab-
straction is based. We motivate the idea of our abstraction in Section 7 and
formalize it in Section 8. Section 9 presents its use in model checking and
nally we conclude and discuss future work in Section 10.
2 Syntax of Core Erlang
Let  be a set of predened function symbols with arity. For example +/2
2 . Let Var = fX; Y; Z; : : :g be a set of variables and Atoms a set of atoms,
e.g. f1; 2; fail; succ; : : :g. Let C be the set of Erlang constructor functions
with arity:
C = f[:|:]=2; []=0g [ f{ : : : }=n j n 2 INg [ fa=0 j a 2 Atomsg;
(1)
a constructor for building lists, a constructor for the empty list, constructors
for building tuples of any arity and the atoms as constructors with arity 0.
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The set of constructor terms is dened as the smallest set T
C
(S) such that:
S  T
C
(S) and c=n 2 C, t
1
; : : : ; t
n
2 T
C
(S) =) c(t
1
; : : : ; t
n
) 2 T
C
(S)
The syntax of Core Erlang programs is dened as follows:
p ::= f(X
1
, : : : ,X
n
) -> e. j p p
e ::= (e
1
, : : : ,e
n
) j X j pat = e j self j e
1
,e
2
j e
1
!e
2
j
case e of m end j receive m end j spawn(f,e)
m ::= p
1
->e
1
; : : : ;p
n
->e
n
pat ::= c(p
1
, : : : ,p
n
) j X
All dened functions of a program, extended with their arity, built the set
FS(p). =n is an abbreviation for f=n 2 FS(p), F=n 2  and c=n 2 C. In
every Core Erlang program a main function is dened: main=0 2 FS(p).
We call the set of Core Erlang terms e ET (;). The set ET (S) is dened
by adding the grammar rule e ::= v 2 S for Core Erlang terms.
Example 2.1 Let the Core Erlang program p
0
be:
main() -> DB = spawn(dataBase,[[]]),
spawn(client,[DB]),
client(DB).
dataBase(L) -> receive
{allocate,Key,P} -> case lookup(Key,L) of
fail -> P!free,
receive
{value,V,P} -> dataBase(insert(Key,V,L))
end;
{succ,V} -> P!allocated, dataBase(L)
end;
{lookup,Key,P} -> P!lookup(Key,L), dataBase(L)
end.
insert(K,V,L) -> case L of
[] -> [{K,V}];
[{K',V'}|L'] -> case K'<K of
true -> [{K',V'}|insert(K,V,L')];
false -> [{K,V}|L]
end
end.
The program creates a database process holding a state in which the
database information is stored. The database is represented by a list of tu-
ples, each consisting of a key and a corresponding value. The interface of the
database is given by the messages {allocate,Key,P} and {lookup,Key,P}.
Allocation is done in two steps. First the key is received and checked. If there
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is no conict, then the corresponding value can be received and stored in the
database. This exchange of messages in more than one step has to guarantee
mutual exclusion on the database, because otherwise it could be possible that
two client processes send keys and values to the database and they are stored
in the wrong combination. A client can be dened accordingly [10]. We will
later prove that the database combined with two accessing clients fullls this
property.
3 Semantics of Core Erlang
Erlang is a strict functional programming language. It is extended with pro-
cesses, that are concurrently executed. With spawn(f; [a
1
; : : : ; a
n
]) a new
process can be created anywhere in the program. The process starts with the
evaluation of f(a
1
; : : : ; a
n
). If the second argument of spawn is not ground,
it is evaluated before the new process is created. The functional result of
spawn is the process identier (pid) of the newly created process.
With p!v arbitrary values (including pids) can be sent to other processes.
The processes are addressed by their pids (p). A process can access its own pid
with the Erlang function self/0. The messages sent to a process are stored in
a mailbox and the process can access them conveniently with pattern matching
in the receive-statement. Especially, it is possible to ignore some messages
and fetch messages from further behind. For more details see [1].
In [10] we presented a formal semantics for Core Erlang. In the following
we will refer to it as standard operational semantics (SOS). It is an interleaving
semantics over a set of processes . Formally, a process consists of a pid ( 2
Pid := f@n j n 2 INg), a Core Erlang evaluation term (e 2 ET (T
C
(Pid)))
and a word over constructor terms, representing the mailbox (q 2 T
C
(Pid)

).
For the denition of the leftmost innermost evaluation strategy, we use the
technique of evaluation contexts [7]:
E ::= [ ] j (v
1
, : : : ,v
i
,E,e
i+2
, : : : ,e
n
) j E,e j p = E
spawn(f,E) j E!e j v!E j case E of m end
Here v denotes an evaluated expression, E the subterm the redex is in and e
and m the parts which cannot be evaluated. [ ] is called the hole and marks
the point for the next evaluation. We shall then write E[e] for the context E
with the hole replaced by e and the next step of the evaluation takes place
here. Analogously to the Core Erlang Terms ET (S) over a set S, we name the
Core Erlang contexts EC(S). The set S denes, the set of values: v 2 T
C
(S).
In the operational semantics dened in [10] we had (S = T
C
(Pid)). For the
abstraction presented in this paper S will also contain variables.
The semantics is a non-conuent transition system. The evaluations of the
processes are interleaved. Only communication and process creation have side
eects. For the modeling of these actions more than one process are involved.
To give an impression of the semantics we present the rule for sending a value
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to another process
v
1
= 
0
2 Pid
; (; E[v
1
!v
2
]; q)(
0
; e; q
0
)
!v
2
=) ; (; E[v
2
]; q)(
0
; e; q
0
: v
2
)
The value is added to the mailbox of the process 
0
and the functional result
of the send action is the sent value.
4 Abstract Interpretation of Core Erlang Programs
In [10] we developed a framework for abstract interpretations of Core Er-
lang programs. The abstract operational semantics (AOS) yields a transition
system which includes all paths of the SOS. In an abstract interpretation
b
A = (
b
A;b;v; ) for Core Erlang programs
b
A is the abstract domain, which
should be nite for our application in model checking. The abstract inter-
pretation function b denes the semantics of predened function symbols and
constructors. Its codomain is
b
A. Therefore it is for example not possible
to interpret constructors freely in a nite domain abstraction. b also denes
the abstract behaviour of pattern matching in equations, case, and receive.
Here the abstraction can yield additional non-determinism, because branches
can get undecidable in the abstraction. Hence b yields a set of results, which
dene possible successors. Furthermore, an abstract interpretation contains a
partial order v, describing which elements of
b
A are more precise than other
ones. We do not need a complete partial order, because we do not compute
any xed point. We just evaluate the operational semantics with this abstract
interpretation. An example for an abstraction of numbers with an ordering of
the abstract representations is: IN v fv j v  10g v fv j v  5g. It is more
precise to know, that a value is 5, than 10 than any number. The last
component of
b
A is the abstraction function:  : T
C
(Pid)  !
b
A maps every
real value to an abstract representation. Usually this is the most precise rep-
resentation. Finally, the abstract interpretation has to fulll ve properties,
which relate an abstract interpretation to the standard interpretation. They
guarantee that all paths of the SOS are represented in the AOS, for example
in branching. An example for these properties is the following
(P1) For all =n 2  [ C; v
1
; : : : ; v
n
2 T
C
(Pid) and
ev
i
v (v
i
) it holds that 
b
A
(ev
1
; : : : ; ev
n
) v (
A
(v
1
; : : : ; v
n
)).
It postulates, that evaluating a predened function or a constructor on ab-
stract values, which are representations of some concrete values yields abstrac-
tions of the evaluation of the same function on the concrete values. The other
properties postulate correlating properties for matching and pattern matching
in case and receive, and the pids represented by an abstract value. More
details and some example abstractions can be found in [10,11]. We do not de-
ne the AOS here again. In the next section we will dene a modied version
of this semantics, which is more useful for our aims.
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5 Limits of Data Abstraction
Example 5.1 Consider the following Core Erlang program:
main() -> f(42). f(X) -> f(f(X)).
The smallest possible abstract domain is the one only containing the element
?, which represents all possible values. With this abstract domain the abstract
semantics of the program contains the path:
(@1; main(); ())  ! (@1; f(42); ())  ! (@1; f(?); ())  ! (@1; f(f(?)); ())
 ! : : :  ! (@1; f
n
(?); ())  ! (@1; f
n+1
(?); ())  ! : : :
which contains innitely many dierent states. This abstract semantics is
correct with respect to the operational semantics, in the sense, that all paths
of the SOS are represented. But we cannot prove properties for this abstract
semantics using simple model checking algorithms, because it has an innite
state space.
This example seems to be irrelevant in practice, but commonly used func-
tions like the append or the length function for lists produce innite transition
systems for the abstract semantics over nite domains as well. In [10] we de-
ned the class of hierarchical programs, where recursive calls are only allowed
in tail positions. For this class we obtain a nite abstract model. However,
this restriction is too strong for programmers. A tail recursive version of a
function, if it exists, can be very complicated and ineÆcient. This can also
be seen in Example 2.1. The function insert/2, which inserts a new element
into the list, with respect to an ordering on the keys, is also non-hierarchical.
Hence the abstract domain of this program has an innite state space for every
abstract interpretation.
The source of the problem is the context-free structure of function calls.
For special classes of context-free transition systems, it has been shown, that
model checking is decidable [4,3] and it seems that these theoretical results
could be used here. But we do not have just one context-free transition system.
We have several of them in multiple processes which can communicate with
each other. Hence we can simulate several stacks which can exchange data.
It is possible to simulate a Turing machine with the use of a nite domain
abstraction containing only ve values. In LTL it is possible to specify its
termination. Therefore the verication of these systems is undecidable in
general.
We need an abstraction of the context-free structure to a nite or a context-
free model, which results from only one context-free process. The second pos-
sibility seems to be complicated for practice and it is not clear, from which
process the context-free structure should be kept. Therefore we abstract a
nite model. The abstraction must contain all paths of the context-free struc-
ture, because we want to prove properties of the program with model checking
for linear time logic (LTL).
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6 Graph Semantics
In the semantics of Core Erlang as it is dened in [10] we cannot detect
which parts of an Erlang term belong to which function call. After a function
denition is applied, the right hand-side vanishes in the context, in which it
is called. We cannot detect where it ends. The call stack is not explicitly
represented. To make these calls and returns more visible we move somewhat
closer to the implementation. We split an Erlang term into a stack of Erlang
contexts and a term which is actually evaluated. When a function is called,
its context is stored on the stack and the corresponding right hand-side is
the next term, which has to be evaluated. If the actual value is ground (it
cannot be evaluated anymore), then the next context is popped from the
stack and the value is put in the hole. The evaluation continues with this
Erlang term. These stack representations of evaluation terms are dened by
SR(S) := ET (S) (FS(p) EC(S))

where S are the possible values. The
stack also contains the name of the function, which was called, when this
context was pushed. This is superuous in the graph representation, but we
will later use this information for our abstraction.
This technique could be applied to the Erlang semantics. But in the se-
mantics of Core Erlang all processes act interleaved and the critical calls and
returns of a process cannot be identied and modied so easily. Here we only
represent the behaviour of one process. This makes an analysis easier. We de-
ne a pre-compilation, which transforms a Core Erlang function into a transi-
tion system which describes the behaviour of a process starting with this func-
tion. The idea is that all actions are interpreted freely. The arcs in this transi-
tion system are labeled with the behaviour/actions the process may perform.
The states are labeled with the Erlang terms, which have to be evaluated.
The only dierence to the SOS is that also variables may occur in the Core
Erlang terms. These variables will later be instantiated with values. Hence
we can handle variables in our free interpretation as values too. The position,
where the next evaluation takes place is independent of the concrete variable
bindings. The result is the relation  ! SR(T
C
(Var))Act SR(T
C
(Var))
dened in Figure 1. The set of all actions Act should be clear from the gure.
The rst eight rules just perform the free interpretation of the actions. In
the rules for receive and case we have to consider branching. The correct
order of the patterns is important. Therefore we number the patterns in the
corresponding arcs and preserve their order. If the result of an action has
to be used in subsequent states, then we introduce a new variable Y . The
result of the action is bound to Y and the redex is replaced by Y . The call
of a function yields a new stack frame for the context, in which the function
is called (10). In the SOS we also have to push the variable bindings to a
runtime stack at this point and proceed with the binding of the parameters
of the called function f . This is retained by the transition label c:X = a
2
.
If a function is called in an empty context, we use tail recursion optimization
(9).
2
We write X as an abbreviation for X
1
; : : : ; X
n
, a for [a
1
; : : : ; a
n
] and c:X = a for
c:X
1
= a
1
; : : : ; X
n
= a
n
. n will be clear from the context.
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1. (E[a; e];W )
"
 ! (E[e];W ) 2. (E[a!b];W )
a!b
  ! (E[b];W )
3. (E[self];W )
Y = self
       ! (E[Y ];W ) where Y =2 Vars(E)
4. (E[p=a];W )
p = a
    ! (E[a];W )
5. (E[receive p
1
->e
1
; : : : ;p
n
->e
n
end];W )
(i; ?p
i
)
     ! (E[e
i
];W ) 81  i  n
6. (E[case a of p
1
->e
1
; : : : ;p
n
->e
n
end];W )
(i; p
i
= a)
       ! (E[e
i
];W ) 81  i  n
7. (E[(a
1
; : : : ; a
n
)];W )
Y = (a
1
; : : : ; a
n
)
              ! (E[Y ];W ) where Y =2 Vars(E)
8. (E[spawn(f; a)];W )
Y = spawn(f; a)
            ! (E[Y ];W ) where Y =2 Vars(E)
9. (f(a);W )
lc:X = a
       ! (e
f
;W ) where f(X)->e
f
. 2 p
10. (E[f(a)];W )
c:X = a
      ! (e
f
; (f;E)W ) where f(X)->e
f
. 2 p and E 6= [ ]
11. (a; (f;E)W )
r:Y = a
      ! (E[Y ];W ) where a 2 T
C
(V ars) and Y =2 Vars(E)
Figure 1: The graph representation of Core Erlang with a stack
If we have no evaluation context anymore, in other words, the Core Erlang
term is a constructor term over variables, then we have to return to the last
context (11). We cannot simply, copy the value a into the hole, because a
could contain variables, which also occur in E. In the SOS these variables
are usually bound to dierent values. Hence we introduce a new variable Y ,
which does not occur in E and bind this variable to the result of the evaluation,
which is a. on top of this graph representation an (abstract) semantics can
easily be dened. For Core Erlang programs which use recursion only in tail
positions, the graph representation is a nite transition system.
We will use this graph representation for our abstraction, but we can also
use it for a more eÆcient implementation of abstraction and model checking.
In the rst implementation we used Core Erlang evaluation terms to identify
the states. Constructing the abstract model, it is necessary to detect cycles.
Therefore the states must be stored. For every new state in the transition
system, its successors are computed and compared with the stored states.
Only for new states further successors must be computed. But the storage
of states needs much space and the comparison of states needs much time.
Therefore a compact representation of a state is desirable.
The graph representation is a transition system, where the transitions rep-
resent the behaviour of a process. The labels of the states have only been used
for its construction, but they are superuous after that. E.g. we can replace
them by numbers. Then we construct the interleaving transition system with
these numbers as names of the states a process is in. This is a much more
compact representation of a state and allows a faster verication of even larger
systems. Furthermore we do not have to descend the evaluation context dur-
ing the generation of the model. The successors of a state can be evaluated
more eÆciently.
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(f(X) j ") (case X of : : : j ") (b j ") (b j ")
(self!a,f(X-1),self!b j ")
(f(Z),self!b j ") (Y,self!b j ")
(case X of : : : j (f; [ ],self!b)) (b j (f; [ ],self!b))
(self!a,f(X-1),self!b j (f; [ ],self!b))
(f(Z),self!b j (f; [ ],self!b)) (Y,self!b; (f j (f; [ ],self!b)))
(case X of : : : j (f; [ ],self!b)
2
) (b j (f; [ ],self!b)
2
)
(self!a,f(X-1),self!b j (f; [ ],self!b)
2
) (P!b j (f; [ ],self!b)
2
)
.
.
.
.
.
.
lc: X = X
(1; 0)
"
(2; N)

(P!a)
c: X = Z
(1; 0)
(2; N)

(P!a)
c: X = Z
(1; 0)
r: Y = b
(2; N)

(P!b)
r: Y = b

(P!b)
P!b
Figure 2: Graph representation of Example 6.1
But for non-hierarchical Core Erlang programs this graph representation
is innite:
Example 6.1 Consider the following function denition:
f(X) -> case X of
0 -> b;
N -> self!a, f(X-1), self!b
end.
A process executing this function sends X times the atom a to itself and
after that X times b. The resulting graph representation is sketched in Figure 2.
For a better distinction of the commas in the Core Erlang terms and the stacks,
we have used j to separate the evaluation term from the stack of contexts.
7 Abstracting the Context-Free Structure
As discussed in Section 4 we need abstraction of the context-free structure
of Core Erlang programs. We use the same basic idea as for the abstract
9
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(f(X) j ") (case X of : : : j ") (b j ") (b j ")
(self!a,f(X-1),self!b j ")
(f(Z),self!b j ") (Y,self!b j ")
(case X of : : : j (f; [ ],self!b)) (b j (f; [ ],self!b))
(self!a,f(X-1),self!b j (f; [ ],self!b))
(f(Z),self!b j (f; [ ],self!b)) (Y,self!b j (f; [ ],self!b))
lc: X = X
(1; 0)
"
(2; N)

(P!a)
c: X = Z
(1; 0)
(2; N)

(P!a)
c
(
0
)
:
X
=
Z
r: Y = b

(P!b)
r
(
0
)
:
Y
=
b

(P!b)
Figure 3: Abstract graph representation of Example 6.1
interpretation. We construct an abstract graph representation of the program,
which is nite state. The construction guarantees, that its semantics is safe
with respect to the SOS.
Our approach is a kind of call-string approach [17] on program level. The
main idea of the abstraction is to replace the calls and the returns by jumps.
For Example 6.1 a good abstraction is, that rst n times an a is sent and after
that m times a b. A property like "no a is sent after a b" could then be proven
automatically.
The idea of the abstraction is to replace the calls of f (see Figure 2) by
jumps to a predecessor node, where f was already called. Hence we replace
the second non-tail call by the following arc:
(f(Z),self!b j (f; [ ]; self!b))
c: X=Z
    ! (case X : : : j (f; [ ]; self!b))
The states underneath (f(Z),self!b j (f; [ ]; self!b)) in Figure 2 must not
be considered.
But how can we perform the corresponding return step? We know the
stack of the state we jumped to instead of calling f. Hence the evaluation of
this call will be terminated, if the Core Erlang term is evaluated to a value
with the same stack as the one we jumped to instead of the call. These are all
states of the form (a j (f; [ ]; self!b)) with a 2 T
C
(Var). In our example this
is only the state (b j (f; [ ]; self!b)). The destination of this returning jump
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is dened by the state where the call was initiated. The result of the call is b:
(b j (f; [ ]; self!b))
r: Y=b
    ! (Y,self!b j (f; [ ]; self!b))
We do not pop the top-level context, as usually in a return step. The context
stack is not modied. The result is a nite graph representation, in which n
times an a is sent and then m times a b.
The abstract graph representation of Example 6.1 is presented in Figure 3.
The added return jump is drawn with a dashed line.
When we generalize this technique, some problems appear. In general, we
do not have only one function which calls itself recursively. We have multiple
functions. Therefore we have extended the call stack with the names of the
called functions. We can distinguish the dierent function calls. Thus we only
jump back to states which correspond to the right hand-side of the function we
are calling. Another feature of this extension is that we can detect, if a function
was already called. If it was not called, then it does not appear in the stack.
A sub-evaluation, which terminates and does not recursively call something
outside itself, will not be abstracted. The abstract graph representation is
similar to the non-abstract one. No calls are converted into jumps and no
additional paths are added. Only if we detect recursion in a non-tail position,
then we cut of the transition system and jump back.
Example 7.1 Another problem is exposed by a modied version of Exam-
ple 6.1. We send the value of the variable X instead of the atom b:
f(X) -> case X of
0 -> b;
N -> self!a, f(X-1), self!X
end.
First, the process sends n times an a to itself, and then it sends the numbers
1; : : : ; n, where n 2 IN is the value, f is called with.
In the abstraction above we replace the communication by sending n times
a and m times b. But what can we do here? In the abstract domain these
values are represented by abstract values, which must not be an innite set
(especially in a nite domain abstraction). Jumping back instead of calling,
we cannot know to which value X is bound. Hence we bind X to the value ?,
which represents every value in the abstract domain
b
A. We claim, that such
a value exists in our abstract domain. Otherwise we can always add ? with
? v v 8v 2
b
A. Additionally, we annotate the label of the return arc with this
substitution:
(b j (f; [ ]; self!X))
r: Y=b; [X=?]
        ! (Y,self!X j (f; [ ]; self!X))
In this abstract return jump we do not remove the top element of the call
stack. It is even possible, that we have to add more entries, if the recursive
call is indirect, that is, it calls some other functions in between. When we
return from the function call we have to reconstruct the call stack to the old
11
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stack, because in the AOS these stored contexts still have to be executed.
But with the variable bindings in these contexts we have the same problem,
as with variables in the Core Erlang term, the evaluation returns with. The
solution is to add bindings for the variables of these contexts to ?.
We also have to note these changes of the call stack in the label, because
in the AOS we stack the substitutions in the same manner as in the graph
representation. Hence we annotate the number of stack elements, which are
removed instead of pushing a new block, in an abstract call. Analogously we
note the number of stack elements, which have to be added in the abstract
return jump and add the substitutions to ? for these frames. For corresponding
calls and returns these numbers coincide. In our example it is zero, because
no functions were called in between
(f(Z),self!X j (f; [ ]; self!X))
c(0): X=Z
       ! (case X of : : : j (f; [ ]; self!X))
(b j (f; [ ]; self!X))
r(0): Y=b; [X=?]; ()
              ! (Y,self!X j (f; [ ]; self!X))
So far we bind all variables to ? in an abstract return jump. This is
safe, but not necessary. It is suÆcient to bind only the bound variables to
?. The variables which will later be bound by pattern matching need not
to be replaced. Since Erlang has no scoping, we do not know if a variable
occurring in a subterm is free or bound. We need an analysis, which marks the
variables which are already bound to values. This analysis can be combined
with the construction of the abstract graph representation. Building the graph
representation we can detect, when a variable is instantiated. We mark it with
a tag (
0
). When we simulate the return of an abstracted call, we can bind all
tagged variables to ?. The others can be left unchanged in the return jump:
f(X) -> case X of
0 -> b;
N -> self!a, f(X-1), B=b, self!B
end.
In this example the variable B is not instantiated before the recursive call.
We can leave it unchanged:
(b j (f; [ ],B=b,self!B))
r(0): Y=b,[ ],()
            ! (Y
0
,B=b,self!B j (f; [ ]; B = b; self!B))
8 Formal Description
In the last section we have motivated our abstraction with some examples.
Now we present its formal denition.
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First we dene a function tag, which tags a set of variables.
tag(V;X) =
8
<
:
X
0
, if X 2 V
X , otherwise
It is canonically extended to Core Erlang terms and contexts. In the graph
representation we tag the variables, which get bound in a label. For example
4
0
: (E[p=a];W )
p = a
    ! (tag(Vars(p); E[a]);W )
This tagging is just an additional information and tagged variables are usually
treated like un-tagged ones. In the transition labels we use only the names of
the variables and ignore the tags.
Recursion is abstracted by jumps back to the last call of the same function.
It is detected in the call stack, if the same function was already called. The
destination state of this jump has a smaller call stack, than the call would
yield. To relate call stacks in the graph representation with their abstract
representation, we dene an abstraction function . This function yields the
call stack, which grows by stepwise extension of the call stack and replacement
of the occurring recursion by decreasing. This decreasing represents jumps
back to previous calls.
(") = "
((f; E)W ) =
8
>
>
<
>
>
:
(f; E)(W ); if j(W )j
f
= 0
(f; E
0
)V ; if (W ) = U(f; E
0
)V
with jU j
f
= jV j
f
= 0
From the denition it is not directly clear that  is total. But with the
following lemma, we see that always one of the two cases for ((f; E)W )
matches. Hence  is dened for all call stacks.
Lemma 8.1 j(W )j
f
 1 for all call stacks W and all functions f 2 FS(p).
This abstraction function can now be used for the analysis of a given call
stack, when calling a function. We can dene the abstract graph representa-
tion directly with this abstraction function.
=) SR(T
C
(Var))
d
Act SR(T
C
(Var))
The actions
d
Act are the ones from Act plus the ones for abstract calls and
returns. =) is dened by the rules (1)-(9) and (11) of  !. Instead of call
stacks (10) we use their abstract representations:
(E[f(a)]; (W ))
c(n):X = a
========) (tag(fXg; e
f
); ((f; E)W ))
where f(X)->e
f
. 2 p and E 6= [ ] and n = j(W )j   j((f; E
0
)W )j
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(f(X
0
) j ") (case X
0
of : : : j ") (b j ")
(g(X
0
-1),self!X
0
j ")
(g(Z
0
),self!X
0
j ")
(f(X
0
-1),self!X
0
j (g; [ ],self!X
0
))
(f(Z
0
),self!X
0
j (g; [ ],self!X
0
))
(case X
0
of : : : j (f; [ ],self!X
0
)(g; [ ],self!X
0
))
(g(X
0
-1),self!X
0
j (f; [ ],self!X
0
)(g; [ ],self!X
0
))
(g(Z
0
),self!X
0
j (f; [ ],self!X
0
)(g; [ ],self!X
0
))
(b j (f; [ ],self!X
0
)(g; [ ],self!X
0
)) (X
0
j ")
(Y
0
,self!X
0
j (g; [ ],self!X
0
)) (P!X
0
j ")
(P
0
!X
0
j (g; [ ],self!X
0
)) (Y
0
,self!X
0
j ")
(X
0
j (g; [ ],self!X
0
))
(Y,self!X
0
j (f; [ ],self!X
0
)(g; [ ],self!X
0
))
(P!X
0
j (f; [ ],self!X
0
)(g; [ ],self!X
0
))
(X
0
j (f; [ ],self!X
0
)(g; [ ],self!X
0
))
lc: X = X
(1; 0)
(2; N)
Z = X  1
c: X = Z
Z = X  1
c: X = Z
(2; N)
Z = X  1
c(1): X = Z
(1; 0)
r: Y = b
P = self
P!X
r: Y=X
P = self
P!X
r(1): Y = X
X = ?
([X=?])
P = self
P!X
r: Y = X
Figure 4: Abstract graph representation (=)) of Example 8.2
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If the function call is not abstracted by a jump we get n =  1. This means
that we can add the actual context to the call stack, as we would do without
abstraction. In this case we will just write c instead of c(-1). Otherwise we
also add a jump back. This means, we detect recursion and j(W )j
f
= 1. For
all a 2 T
C
(Var):
(a; ((f; E)W ))
r(n): Y = a
[tagged(E)=?]
(
1
; : : : ; 
n
)
============) (E[Y
0
]; (W
1
: : :W
k
))
where W
n+1
: : :W
k
= ((f; E)W ), W
1
: : :W
n+1
: : :W
k
= (W ),
W
i
= (f
i
; E
i
), and 
i
= [tagged(E
i
)=?] 81  i  n
Note that still n = j(W )j   j((f; E
0
)W )j and n  0 always holds, if
j(W )j
f
= 1. In this case W
1
: : :W
n
are the blocks which have to be restored
in this return jump. The instantiated variables in these blocks and in E cannot
be known. We have to instantiate them with ? in the evaluation. The func-
tion tagged yields all tagged variables. For these we can dene substitutions,
which instantiate them with ?. These are the substitutions [tagged(E)=?] and
(
1
; : : : ; 
n
). We add them to the label.
The presented abstraction is safe with respect to the graph representation
[12]. For limitations of space, we cannot present the details here. Instead, we
present the abstract graph representation of a program using indirect recursion
in Figure 4:
Example 8.2
f(X) -> case X of g(X) -> f(X-1), self!X.
0 -> b;
N -> g(X-1), self!X
end.
9 Verication
We now return to Example 2.1 from the beginning of the paper. We want to
prove that this database combined with two clients guarantees mutual exclu-
sion for the writing access to the data. This means, when a process allocates
a key no other process instantiates this key. This can be expressed with the
following extended LTL formula:
' =
^
p2Pid
p
0
6=p
G (?{allocate, ,p}
! (:?{value, ,p
0
} U(?{value, ,p}) _ ?allocated)
This formula can automatically be translated into a pure LTL formula, because
we know that only three pids occur in the transition system. Hence we can
replace the conjunction over pids by a conjunction of six instantiations of the
formula, where p and p
0
are replaced by the possible pids.
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Usually LTL is dened on state propositions. For understandability, we
use the label of an arc to a state as its proposition here. In the implemented
prototype we can add state propositions to the program, which makes it easier
to express properties. For shortness we omit the details here.
To prove this property we use a simple abstraction in which the depth of
constructor terms is restricted to two [11]. This guarantees a nite transition
system and the property can automatically be proven. Without the abstrac-
tion presented in this paper we could not prove this property for the program,
because the function insert contains a non-tail recursive call. The transi-
tion system generated by any abstract interpretation is innite. But with the
presented abstraction of the context-free structure, we obtain a nite state
transition system and can prove the formula automatically.
10 Conclusions
For the formal verication of concurrent and distributed systems, which are
implemented in real programming languages, abstraction is needed. We have
presented an abstraction of the context-free structure of Erlang programs. The
result is a nite graph representation of the possible evaluations a process may
perform. The graph includes all paths of the SOS. It can be used to verify
properties of Erlang programs with model checking. The abstraction preserves
enough structure to check interesting properties in practice. For tail recursion
the abstraction does not even add any paths.
Non-tail recursive calls do not only occur in functional languages like Er-
lang. The use of recursion in imperative languages has the same problem. But
the presented abstraction can be used here too.
Besides enabling the abstraction of the context-free structure, the graph
semantics has another important advantage for the implementation. It also
yields a much more compact representation of the AOS, which allows us to
verify larger systems with the same memory. We have implemented the ab-
straction of the context-free structure as a prototype and are able to prove
properties like the one above with model checking.
Another approach for the verication of Erlang programs is the Erlang
Verication Tool [15], which uses theorem proving. For more convenience, the
developers want to integrate model checking in their tool. At the moment they
only consider pure model checking without any abstraction [2]. We think that
for the verication of real systems abstractions is needed and the presented
techniques should be considered for the integration of model checking.
For future work we plan to precise the presented abstraction. Here we
instantiated all bound variables of an abstracted call with ?. But often a
function is always called with the same arguments, e.g. xed variables. Then
we can be more precise and restore these values in the jump back from an
abstracted call. We could prove more properties. This would also be a rst
step to allow higher order functions in our abstraction. In many higher or-
der functions the argument functions are just reached through, without any
modications. But for practice rst order is suÆcient, because most Erlang
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programs do not contain higher order functions.
It would also be interesting to implement our approach as a translation to
Promela, the specication language of SPIN [9], as it was done for Java/Ada
with Java PathFinder [8] and the Bandera Tool [6]. But we rst concentrated
on the formal analysis to understand what happens in the abstraction of Core
Erlang programs. A large problem in the translation to Promela will be the
fact, that the languages Erlang (in contrast to Java) and Promela are com-
pletely dierent. Additionally, this is relevant for the generation of counter
examples, which have to be retranslated to Erlang.
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